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Abstract. This research explores utilizing Cellular Automata patterns
as climate-adaptive dynamic shading systems to mitigate the undesirable
impacts by excessive solar penetration in cooling-dominant climates.
The methodological procedure is realized through two main phases.
The first evaluates all 256 Elementary Cellular Automata possible rules
to elect the ones with good visual and random patterns, to ensure an
equitable distribution of the natural daylight in internal spaces. Based on
the newly developed hourly-based metrics, simulations are conducted in
the second phase to evaluate the Cellular Automata controlled dynamic
shadings performance, and formalize the adaptive façade variation logic
that maximizes daylighting and minimizes energy demand.
Keywords. Adaptive Façade; Dynamic Shading; Cellular Automata;
Hourly-Based Metric; Performance Evaluation.

1. Introduction
In cooling-dominant climates, the solar heat gain due to sunlight is inevitable,
and should be considered when optimizing energy-efficient façades. The use
of external shading systems is known for its ability to mitigate the undesirable
impacts on the indoor environmental quality by excessive solar penetration.
Recent attempts considered exploring the integration of dynamic computational
systems, like Cellular Automata (CA), as static shadings to enhance daylighting.
A recent research introduced CA to façades design to generate several alternatives
of daylight-responsive opening patterns based on their performance (Kim 2013).
Another study implemented also CA to building façades, where the average
opacity of patterns is controlled by the daylight conditions (Zawidzki 2015).
Further research exploited CA patterns as solar screens for efficient daylighting
performance, where façade variations are based on screen depth, opacity, and
displacement (Fathy et al. 2015). The use of these systems requires integrating
performance evaluation criteria with the needed adaptation to respond to the
continuously changing weather. Yet, there are no available metrics for evaluating
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the annual daylighting performance of dynamic shading systems (Mardaljevic et
al. 2009). This issue was investigated by previous researches, however, some
are found to be neglecting the internal illuminance levels variations due to the
continuously changing sky and weather conditions (Mahmoud and Elghazi 2016),
or presenting insufficient evaluation data of daylighting performance (Kensek and
Hansanuwat 2011). A recent study proposed using simulation, where an hourly
sunlight exposure metric represents the percentage of the room area that receives
more than 1000 Lux of direct sunlight (Wagdy et al. 2016). Still, this metric did
not consider the sunlight Lux values without ambient bounces in the simulation.
Herein, three inconsistencies appeared. Firstly: The unintentional use of static
shadings, which provide a fixed control of solar penetration into the indoor spaces,
may draw the designer’s attention towards minimizing the energy demand over
daylighting performance. Therefore, façades design should provide a satisfactory
level of daylighting first. Secondly: Exploiting the CA patters as modest static
shadings reveals the complex interaction between the required balance to achieve
adequate daylighting and energy demand, and the needed adaptation to respond to
the changing weather, especially in buildings within hot-desert climates. Unlike
static shadings, utilizing the dynamic systems has a great potential to improve the
indoor environmental quality, by constantly adjusting the shading configurations
to adapt to the weather continuous changes. Lastly: The reviewed researches
could not provide adequate metrics for evaluating the performance of dynamic
shadings, and this imposes the need to develop new metrics for these evaluations.
To overcome the previously stated inconsistencies, this research aims to quantify
the potential contribution of implementing monotonous-free Elementary Cellular
Automata (ECA) patterns as a dynamic shading system. This proposed system
is applied to an office space in hot-desert climate, where the façade is constantly
changing its patterns to achieve maximized illuminance and minimized energy
demands, based on the hourly optimum performance results.
2. Methodological Procedure
This section begins with the general settings of the case study, including the
evaluation criteria and the used simulation tools. The methodological procedure
is realized through two main phases. The first, Quantitative Evaluation of ECA
evaluates all 256 ECA possible rules, to elect the ones with good visual and random
patterns. Simulations are then conducted in the second phase, Computational
Investigations on the elected ECA as dynamic shading patterns to identify their
hourly-based performance, and conclude the adaptive façade configurations that
maximize daylighting and minimize energy demand.
The general approach for controlling the ECA patterns is by utilizing
electrochromic switchable glazing, where a white cell is equivalent to a transparent
façade element, and a black cell represents an opaque element. The adaptive
façade’s patterns are constantly adjusting their shading configurations in response
to the changing weather conditions, based on two governing criteria: providing
adequate illuminance levels and reducing energy demand of cooling load and
artificial lighting electricity. The illuminance and energy simulations are
conducted simultaneously using the previously validated Diva-for-Rhino, a
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plugin for Rhinoceros that interfaces Radiance (Jakubiec and Reinhart 2011),
and Archsim, a multi-zone thermal and energy simulation plugin that utilizes
EnergyPlus, simulation engines for environmental performance evaluations. The
work of this research encompasses developing an algorithm in Grasshopper, which
is a graphical algorithm editor that runs within the Rhinoceros 3D, to generate a
parametric Reference Office Model (ROM) (3.60x8.20x2.80) facing the southern
orientation (figure 1), and located on the ground floor in the city of Alexandria,
Egypt, which represents hot-desert climate zone. The ROM is daylit only from
the adaptive façade side. The study period considers office occupied hours (3,650
hours annually) without daylight saving time, from 08:00 am to 06:00 pm.

Figure 1. Reference Office Model showing the Reflectivity Percentages of Internal Surfaces
Materials.

2.1. THE FIRST PHASE: QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF ECA

For CA that consist of regular rule table or array or cells, each cell can hold a
finite set of states (Black or White / One or Zero). Based on the states of their
neighboring cells, cells evolve through a number of discrete time steps with regard
to certain rules, which are applied iteratively for desired time steps (Zawidzki
2015). An initial condition (IC) (time t = 0) is selected by assigning an initial state
for each cell. Then, a new generation is created (advancing t by 1), according to the
applied rule that determines the new state of each cell. It is suitable to express the
history of the changing states as a series of multiple rows stacked above each other,
forming a simple grid array of cells or rule table, which is known as Elementary
Cellular Automata (ECA). ECA first linear array is size (8), based on 23 = 8
possible states. The total possible arrangement of the cell states relative to the 8
references is 28 = 256 rules, ranging from rule 0 to rule 255, and the naming
logic of each rule returns to this arrangement. ECA rules show a wide range of
diverse behaviours, some very complex despite the simplicity of the system, and
they need to be tested to elect the ones that exhibit good visual and random patterns
to be utilized as shading patterns in the second phase. The first phase, Quantitative
Evaluation of ECA, includes a 3-step evaluation sequence for testing ECA rules.
Rule Classification: There are a number of systems to classify ECA rules based
on their behaviour over possible IC. Li and Packard (Li 1992) have developed a
classification system of six classes for ECA rules, ranging from simple to complex
(Kunkle 2003): Null, Fixed Point, Two-Cycle, Periodic, Complex, and Chaotic.
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The ECA rules in each one of these classes are shown in (figure 4). The first step
of the first phase focuses only on ECA Li-Packard classes of: Two-Cycle, Periodic,
Complex, and Chaotic (total of 135 ECA). It excludes Null and Fixed Point classes
due to their lack of pattern variability and incapability of producing homogeneous
random states, which reveal inadequacy as shading patterns.
Rule Parameterization: It is a tool for predicting the average behaviour of ECA
over a sufficiently large set of ICs, which is the main focus of the second step of
the first phase. Rule Parameterization always has the same value for a given ECA,
regardless of any ICs, and thus, requires less computational effort (Kunkle 2003).
λ-Activity measure is used to study the structures and behaviours of various ECA
rules (Langton 1990). Its value has a correlation with the visual behaviour of the
rule for which it was calculated. Where λ increases from 0.00 to 1.00, the average
ECA behaviour transits from ordered to disordered structure. The calculation of
λ-Activity for a given ECA rule can be undertaken by considering a cell state Zero
(or White) as the quiescent state, and One (or Black) being the non-quiescent state.
λ-Activity is the ratio between the sum of the number of transitions in the rule table
that yields non-quiescent states, and the total number of transitions in that table,
which outputs a value that ranges from 0.00 to 1.00. A normalized
λ-Activity is
∑n
2 · i=1 ti
calculated as (Langton 1990; Kunkle 2003): λ = 1 −
− 1 , where n
n
is the is the size of the rule table, ti is the is the output of entry i in the rule table,
and |x| is the absolute value of x. This step focuses on testing only the selected
ECA rules fallen within Li-Packard classes of: Two-Cycle, Periodic, Complex,
and Chaotic against the Rule Parameterization measurement of λ-Activity with
value of 1.00, which yields the filtered ECA rules (total of 45 ECA) with maximum
non-quiescent state transitions in their rule tables, and characterized by highly
disordered behaviour. The filtered ECA rules and their numbers in each class
of the Li-Packard system are shown in (figure 4).
Greyness Function: The average pattern density, or Greyness Function (GF),
is one of the most essential quantitative measurement of ECA patterns (Zawidzki
2015). GF is the ratio between the number of Black (or Opaque) cells, and the total
number of cells in the rule table. In this context, the preferred GF of a specific ECA
array is characterized by showing a visually non-quiescent dynamic behaviour of
the rule table, depending upon their IC settings. These criteria can be used to
search the average opacity of the ECA whole array of cells by means of their ICs.
The next illustration (figure 2) demonstrates examples of GF for ECA on 20x20
rule table, where their ICs are set randomly to range from 1 to 20 horizontal Black
cells at the very top row. By visually examining the ECA patterns and the resulting
GF in this figure, Two-Cycle class shows repeating invariant patterns with loops
and stripes, and the greyness of the whole array is not proportional to the greyness
of the IC. Regular patterns are clearly visible in Periodic class, yet are almost
independent on their ICs, with a little variation in the average greyness. While
Complex class shows a combination of order and chaos, and the ECA greyness is
randomly dependent on different ICs. Chaotic class patterns exhibit non-quiescent
dynamics, characterized by random of average grayness nearly with all ICs. The
third and the last step of the first phase focuses on browsing through ECA rules,
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and visually electing the ones that will be used in the second phase, by means of GF,
as the average greyness of the elected ECA rule tables should show non-quiescent
dynamic behaviour. By examining the GF of the previously filtered 45 ECA rule
tables, the average greyness of only 15 ECA rule tables showed that their GF met
the criteria of having non-monotonicity and randomness of pattern distribution
behaviour, and demonstrated dependency on their different ICs settings (figure
3). These merits qualify these ECA rules, which have promising potentialities of
equitably diffusing natural daylight into internal spaces, to be elected as dynamic
shading configurations for the computational investigations in the second phase.
For the sake of simplicity, not all ICs of the elected ECA rules were chosen, only
the ones with IC of 5 Black cells were chosen for examination in the next phase.

Figure 2. Examples of Greyness Function of ECA Patterns On 20x20 Rule Table. Blue Dots
Indicate the Value of Grayness (The Average Density) Of Each ECA Pattern.

Figure 3. The Fifteen Elected ECA Rules that Exhibit Adequacy as Shading Patterns for the
Second Phase.
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2.2. THE SECOND PHASE: COMPUTATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS

The second phase of the methodological procedure, Computational Investigations,
comprises conducting a set of simulations on the elected ECA rules that are applied
as dynamic shading system on the previously developed south-oriented ROM in
hot-desert climate of Alexandria, Egypt, through a 3-step sequence as follows.
Illuminance and Energy Simulations: A parametric ROM is created by the
developed Grasshopper algorithm for illuminance and energy models simulations.
For the illuminance model, Diva-for-Rhino plugin for Rhinoceros is used, which
interfaces Radiance for daylight performance calculations. For the energy
model, Archsim plugin for Rhinoceros is used, which interfaces EnergyPlus for
performing energy simulations to include only two outputs of electrical lighting
and cooling energies. The suggested simulations settings and configurations are
shown in (figure 1) and (table 1). To focus on the energy performance due to
adaptive external wall only, the energy model is instructed to consider the effect
of thermal transmittance through floor, walls, and ceiling to be adiabatic, while
the wall of the adaptive façade has the properties that will affect the thermal
calculations. The adaptive façade wall-section, which has a total U-value of
0.47 W /m2 K, is selected in accordance with the optimized case of the Egyptian
typical residential wall-sections, recommended by the Egyptian Code for Energy
Efficiency in Residential Buildings, ECP 306-2005, First Section (306/1). For the
simulations procedure, the illuminance and energy performance of each façade
configuration are simulated. This will produce the hourly node-by-node data for
the occupied hours of the year (3,650 hours) for each configuration. The results
of this step are 180 data lists for all grid points, each one contains 3,650 data
entries for the illuminance and energy calculations per hour of the year (HOY).
This procedure is repeated for all 15 static façades configurations, acquired from
the first phase.
Table 1. Illuminance and Energy Models Simulations Settings.

Hourly Data Processing: The acquired lists from the last step are then
processed for all façade configurations to quantify their performance on an hourly
basis. The data processing includes rearranging these lists, so that each one
contains the illuminance and energy values embedded in all 180 ROM grid points
for a specific façade configuration for a specific HOY. The results are 3,650
data lists of all HOY, each one contains 180 data entries for the illuminance and
energy calculations for a specific façade configuration. Now this procedure is
then repeated for all façade configurations, and the processed lists can be easily
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used to evaluate these configurations for all occupied HOY by means of the newly
developed hourly metrics: Hourly Daylight Illuminance (HDI), Hourly Sunlight
Illuminance (HSI), and Hourly Energy Demand (HED). HDI is the percentage
of a space that receives daylight illuminance more than 300 Lux across the work
plane per one occupied hour of the year. HSI is the percentage of a space that
receives sunlight illuminance more than 3000 Lux across the work plane per one
occupied hour of the year. HED is the cooling and artificial lighting energies
required to achieve indoor environmental quality, per one occupied hour of the year
(kW h/m2 /h). Considering the evaluation criteria, the optimal performing façade
configuration for each HOY can be selected, and this formalizes the variation logic
of the adaptive façade that achieves maximized illuminance and minimized energy.
The processing of data also includes a visualization of temporal profiles that plots
the optimal façade configuration selected in each HOY, in addition to plotting the
optimal configurations metrics of HDI, HSI, and HED for all 3,650 HOY.
Post-Processing: In order to compare the adaptive façade with the static
configurations in the same format, the simulated results must be post-processed,
as the hourly data for the optimal façade configurations are converted into their
equivalent annual metrics of sDA, ASE, and Total Energy Demand (TED). The
sDA addresses each analysis node separately and assesses the number of hours
per year that each node meets or exceeds an illuminance threshold of 300 Lux of
daylight. After that, it counts which nodes met this threshold for at least 50%
of the occupied hours, and reports this as the percentage of nodes across the
analysis space. Following this same sequence, ASE calculates the percentage of
sensor nodes in the analysis space that meets or exceeds an illuminance threshold
of 3000 Lux of direct sunlight for more than 250 hours annually. This will
allow performing a comparative analysis between the static and adaptive façade
configurations. It is worth mentioning that the ASE threshold of 3000 Lux is used
instead of the original 1000 Lux, as the illuminances calculation already considers
sunlight Lux values with ambient bounces in the simulation. The post-processing
of data also includes plotting the adaptive façade and the 15 static configurations,
against their equivalent annual metrics of sDA, ASE, and TED.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. FIRST PHASE RESULTS: QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF ECA

Based on the Li-Packard classification system, the first step Rule Classification,
took all 256 ECA possible rules, and selected only ones that fall within Two-Cycle,
Periodic, Complex, and Chaotic classes, with a total of 135 ECA rules. Within the
second step Rule Parameterization, these rules were tested against the λ-Activity
measure, in which rules with the value of 1.00 were only filtered, with a total of 45
ECA rules characterized by having non-quiescent state transitions and disordered
behaviour. Lastly, the third step Greyness Function, browsed through the filtered
ECA rules on a 20x20 rule table basis, and by testing their GF, the ones that showed
non-quiescent dynamic behaviour depending upon their ICs were elected. Only 15
ECA rule tables showed that their GF met these criteria, which qualifies them to
be applied as dynamic shading patterns in the second phase (figure 4).
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Figure 4. Selected, Filtered, and Elected ECA Rules and their Rule Numbers in each Class of
Li-Packard System.

3.2. SECOND PHASE RESULTS: COMPUTATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS

The elected 15 ECA rule tables are applied as dynamic shading systems for
the proposed ROM. Using Diva-for-Rhino and Archsim engines, the annual
simulations are conducted for each façade configuration in the first step
Illuminance and Energy Simulations. The resulting 180 grid point data lists
for each configuration contain 3,650 data entries for the illuminance and
energy calculations per HOY. To quantify the performance of all static façade
configurations on an hourly basis, the acquired lists are processed and rearranging
within the second step Hourly Data Processing, so that the results are 3,650 HOY
data lists, each one contains 180 data entries for the illuminance and energy values
for a specific façade configuration. Based on the newly developed metrics, these
processed lists are used to calculate the hourly performance in terms of HDI, HSI,
and HED for all occupied HOY. While relative importance was given to daylight
performance over energy demand, the best performing façade configuration for
each HOY that achieves maximized HDI first, and obtains minimized HSI and
HED simultaneously, is selected. For instance, on the 1st of January at 8:00
am, Config. (02) was the best performing configuration, with HDI that reached
42.78%, minimized HSI of 2.22%, and HED of 9.89 W h/m2 /h. Likewise, the
data processing concluded the adaptive façade variations by choosing the optimal
configuration for each HOY. A temporal profile visualization for the optimal
façade variations is plotted, in addition to its corresponding metrics of HDI, HSI,
and HED (figure 5), which show how the ROM screen is adjusted, in response to
the changing weather conditions.
To compare the static configurations with the adaptive façade in the same
format, the hourly results are post-processed, and converted into their equivalent
annual metrics of sDA, ASE, and TED, in the third step Post-Processing. A new
list of 180 grid points is created, where each grid point represents a sub-list that
contains the illuminance and energy values of all HOY optimal configuration. As
explained earlier, by addressing each grid point separately and assessing its hourly
data, the calculation procedure concludes the annual percentage of sDA and ASE,
and TED. The results of annual metrics for the ROM with 15 static shadings, in
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addition to the dynamic shading, are shown below (figure 6). The adaptive façade
obtained an adequate sDA level of 57.2%, ASE of 26.7%, and TED of 105.66
kW h/m2 . It is clear that the results of the adaptive façade generally outperformed
the 15 static façade configurations. As an example of realizing the illuminance
and energy simulation results together, Config. (14) achieved more sDA than the
adaptive façade by 20.5%, while the adaptive façade outperformed it in minimized
ASE by 8.2%, with minimized TED by 22.7%. Config. (10) achieved less ASE
than the adaptive façade by 22.8%, but the later outperformed it in maximized
sDA by 8.7%, with roughly the same TED. Lastly, Config. (13) achieved about
the same TED as the adaptive façade, yet the adaptive façade outperformed it in
maximized sDA by 11.5%, with maximized ASE by 10.5%.

Figure 5. A Summary of ROM Illuminance and Energy Simulation Results Showing the with
Adaptive Façade Configurations and Annual Temporal Profiles of HDI, HSI, and HED.

Figure 6. A Summary of ROM Illuminance and Energy Simulation Results Showing a
Comparison between Static and Adaptive Façades Annual Performances in terms of sDA,
ASE, and TED.
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4. Conclusion
This paper attempted to explore the adaptive façades designs, by exploiting the
computational system of ECA as dynamic shadings. It presented an unprecedented
tool for the performance evaluation of these dynamic shadings, supported by
the new hourly-based metrics. On the other hand, the quantitative evaluation
of ECA rules facilitated the control over their average opacity, to ensure an
equitable distribution of the natural daylight in internal spaces, and give an
interesting façade appearance. Taking advantage of the ECA generative behaviour,
several façade configurations were created, where the simulation results and data
visualizations pictured their overall performance trend. The emerging adaptive
façade outperformed the static configurations, and exhibited the ability to obtain
adequate level of daylight, while minimize the energy demands throughout
the year. This tool can aid architects promoting climate-responsive façades
performance, especially in hot-desert climates. Further studies can consider other
design criteria, such as discomfort glare, while other computational systems, such
as genetic algorithms, can be explored in future investigations of similar cases due
to their ability to search for optimal solutions.
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